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For the First Time, Any Individual – Anywher

With Nationally Renown Paraplegic Yoga Teache
 

New yoga practice DVD aims to restore hope and healing to the 54 million
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Minneapolis, Minn., (Dec. 5, 2011) — Answering the call from people all ov

Sanford and his non-profit, Mind Body Solutions, have just released “Beyond 

with Matthew Sanford,” a one-of-a-kind DVD that allows any individual livin

issue to practice with the nationally recognized paraplegic yoga teacher.  

“Beyond Disability” comes from Sanford’s decades-plus experience w

disability, and serves as a ‘how to’ bringing — for the first time — his pionee

‘step-by-step’ into people’s homes, rehabilitation centers, to senior living faci

hospitals, health care institutions and beyond—virtually to anyone, in any sett

produced the DVD with generous support from the Christopher & Dana Reev

Neilsen Foundation, and the Elizabeth Sarquis Family Foundation. LA-based 

agency specializing in the movie industry, donated their time to produce the h

available now on Amazon. 

“Beyond Disability” benefits anyone with limited mobility, be it the re

paralysis, cerebral palsy or traumatic brain injury, or even aging, diabetes, inju

other condition causing restricted movement. The 50-minute DVD offers a co

stories as Sanford and his students explore sensations such as grounding and b

people of all abilities.  

Fifty-four million people in America live with a disability, making it t

group. One in three American families have at least one family member with a

Pew Research Center, 10,000 people every day will turn 65 over the next 19 y

population will redefine what it means to be an older American. Sanford says 

the aging process and while listening to your body won’t reverse your conditio

follow it, it’ll lead to a better life. 

“Our nation is in urgent need of innovative, creative and cost-effective

with trauma, loss and disability and their caregivers,” says Sanford. “Those liv

empowered to take greater charge of their own healing and recovery process. 

tools. We’re teaching people to feel more, no matter their level of disability or

more connected we are to our bodies, the better we will take care of ourselves

need.” 
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Tiffany Carlson can attest. “I was injured at 14 and had to give up a lot, including my love of dance 

classes,” says Carlson, featured in the DVD. “I’d been using a wheelchair for nearly 16 years, doing little to 

no exercise, when I heard about Mind Body Solutions. After my first yoga class, it truly felt like I was 

getting something back that I had lost, which you never expect in a spinal cord injury situation. I may not be 

walking again, but yoga has given the joy of moving my body back to me.”  

Kevin Bjorkland also appears in the DVD. A paraplegic since age three, he first attended Sanford’s 

yoga class at age 43 and left weeping, stunned he had a whole body. “For more than 40 years, I ignored my 

lower half. For the first time, I have a whole body,” he says. “I was never connected to my disability before 

yoga."   

Mind Body Solutions is the only organization in the country effectively teaching mind-body 

awareness to people living with trauma, loss, and disability, even to those who seemingly have no sensation. 

The non-profit also offers workshops for their caregivers and family members, healthcare professionals, and 

provides adaptive yoga training workshops for teachers nationwide. Its integrated techniques result in 

practical, measurable improvements including enhancements in quality of breathing, balance, movement, 

energy, self-confidence, overall functioning, and increased quality of care from caregivers. But Mind Body 

Solutions cannot be everywhere.  

“Beyond Disability” expands its reach exponentially.  

# # # 

 
About Matthew Sanford 
Sanford, 47, is a public speaker, critically acclaimed author, founder of Mind Body Solutions, and a leading voice in the 
integrative health movement. In Waking: A Memoir of Trauma and Transcendence, Sanford shares his philosophy on the 
power of the mind-body relationship. Sanford teaches and keynotes at national yoga conferences and studios around the 
country; presents seminars to major health care organizations, including Mayo Clinic; and brings his unique and powerful 
message to corporations nationally. Sanford was the 2010 recipient of the “Pioneer in Integrative Medicine” award from the 
Institute for Health & Healing at California Pacific Medical Center, one of the leading integrative medicine programs in the 
nation. In 2008, Sanford was recognized as a national hero with a Volvo For Life Award. Other honors include Yoga 
Journal’s Karma Yoga Award, the Judd Jacobson Memorial Award, and KARE-TV’s Eleven Who Care Award. 
www.matthewsanford.com   • View Sanford’s Volvo documentary on YouTube 
 
About Mind Body Solutions 
Mind Body Solutions is a 501 C3 non-profit organization whose mission is to help the millions of people living with trauma, 
loss and disabilities become measurably healthier, happier and “whole” by advocating and awakening the mind-body 
connection—in these individuals, their caregivers and the rehabilitation system. Integrating techniques that address breathing, 
movement and balance, Mind Body Solution’s groundbreaking approach results in deeply practical improvements, including 
increases in functionality and social engagement, reductions in health care costs, and improvements in quality of care from 
caregivers. Sanford and Mind Body Solutions were 2011 finalists for the Robert Wood Johnson Community Health Leaders 
Award–an honored bestowed on only 15 leaders and organizations out of 400 national candidates. Mind Body Solutions is 
open to corporate partnerships that would make the “Beyond Disability” available for employee wellness, customer, and 
cause marketing programs, as well as support from organizations to make the DVD available to Veterans. 
www.mindbodysolutions.org 
  


